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Abstract: The suspension in a hard disk drive is a component of hard disk drives (HDD(s)) that commonly consist of three
main components; Baseplate, Loadbeam and Gimbal, which are welded together. The suspension is attached to a slider fly on the
surface of a rapidly spinning disk. The suspension assembly and slider that is formed is called a Head Gimbal Assembly (HGA).
If that assembly is not attached to the slider, that is called a Trace Gimbal Assembly (TSA). Defects in the suspension may occur
from machining and assembly. The aim of this research is to study the effect of suspension defects on the performance of the
suspension resonance using a finite element method, whereby the suspension was created by SolidWorks and imported into Ansys
in order to conduct resonance analysis. The results from finite element analysis compared with laser doppler velocimetry (LDV)
found that the trend is the same. The suspension bias was revealed, in that Delta RG, welding diameter, program asymmetry,
program asymmetry, tip height and tip twist influence the performance of the suspension may possibly come from the suspension
production process. Obviously, this process needs to be controlled with regard to certain aspects, such as laser power, fixtures and
so on. However, the swaging process in the head stack assembly might also have an impact tin tip height and tip twist.
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1. Introduction
A suspension assembly commonly consists of three main
components that are welded to each other; these are:
Baseplate, Loadbeam and Gimbal, as shown in Figure 1 [1].
The suspension in a hard disk drive is a component attached

to the slider that flies over the surface of a rapidly spinning
disk. The primary role of the suspension assembly is to apply
constant vertical force and position the read/write head above
the rapidly spinning disks inserted into hard disk drives, thus
helping to maintain a consistent "flying height".

Figure 1. The suspension in HDD (a) actual suspension and (b) suspension 3D model.
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The slider flying over the disk can be compared to a 747
flying at approx. 6.4 million kilometers per hour, 1.5 mm
above the surface of the earth, counting grass 5 mm apart. At
this speed, it takes 20.5 sec to circle the earth at the equator.
An actual distance between the slider and the media is around
0.9 nm, thus, if the suspension is deformed or some parts are
defected, it might have an influence on the read/write data
and performance of the head gimbal assembly due to the
signal from recording the head at around 0.3 mV. The
performance of the suspension can be separated in terms of
statics and dynamics; at statics counts on the gramload, the
spring rate needs to be optimized with the requirement of the
specification designer; at dynamics counts on the resonance
via bode plot [2]. This study does not include the gimbal tail
for connecting the TGA (Trace Gimbal Assembly), tail to
PCCA (Printed Circuit Cable Assembly) that currently uses
lap-bonding soldering with a hot bar in the reflow process.

Table 1. Linear material properties.
Material
Copper
Damper
Glue
Polyamide
Slider
SST

Density, ρ
kg/mm3
8.88E-06
1.28E-06
9.50E-07
1.38E-06
4.26E-06
8.07E-06

Young's modulus, E
MPa
1.24E+05
1.379
1100
5860
4.00E+05
1.93E+05

Poisson's ratio
ʋ
0.34
0.32
0.42
0.33
0.3
0.31

Dynamic structural analysis was used to determine the
behavior of structures subjected to loads which varied with
time and this also included the study of free vibrations. In
this investigation, modal analysis was used to determine
suspension vibration characteristics (frequencies and mode
shapes); after that, harmonic analysis was used to determine
the suspension response to harmonic loads.

2. Materials and Methods
This study used SolidWorks for creating the suspension
part as 3D model. The model was created by sheet metal
commands due to the fact that the part was unable to be bent.
After it was assembled in the assembly module, a 3D model
was created with solid command. The assembly 3D model
from SolidWorks was imported into Ansys Workbench and
the component names were defined for analysis. Initially, the
3D model cut the gimbal tail that did not have any impact to
the obtained result. In the finite element software, the statics
analysis was done first for optimization the suspension at z-ht
0.76 mm, gramload 2.5 grams, bend location angle of 13.0
degrees, and bend location 0.008 mm from base plate edge,
all as shown in Figure 2. In statics analysis, the geometry
nonlinear large defection was not used because the results
were not different when compared with the large defection
and linear statics analysis. The mesh size around bend area
was made finer to capture the spring behavior, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Finite element model with fine mesh on software.

In consideration of Figure 4, the spring mass damper
system governing equation for the dynamic analysis is

Muɺɺ + Cuɺ + K (u )u = F (t )

(1)

Where
M is structural mass matrix
C is structural damping matrix
K is structural stiffness matrix
F is load vector
uɺɺ is nodal acceleration vector
uɺ is nodal velocity vector
u is nodal displacement vector
t is time

Figure 2. Suspension specification at statics analysis.

Figure 4. Spring mass damper system.

The linear material properties for the finite element
analysis is shown in the Table 1.

For the sake of simplicity, equation (1) does not include
damping. The solution of the governing equation is
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u = φ i sin (ω i t + θ i )

(2)

uɺɺ = −Ω 2 (u1 + iu 2 )e iΩt

uɺɺ = −ωi2φi sin(ωi t + θ i )

(3)

Equation (7) to (9) substitute in equation (1) and simplify

Substituting u and uɺɺ in the governing equation gives an
eigenvalue equation

(K − ω M )φ
2
i

i

2

)

)

(
u = (u

)
e ψ )e
i

max

iΩt

1

(4)

(

F = Fmax e iψ e iΩt

2

+ iu 2 ) = (F1 + iF2 )

(10)

Equation (10) can be in the form

=0

Equation (4) is satisfied if φi = 0 or det K − ω M = 0
This is an eigenvalue problem which may be solved for up to
n roots of ω ω12 , ω 22 ,..., ω n2 where the roots are the
eigenvalues of the equation called natural frequency. As for
each root, there is a corresponding eigenvector (φ1 , φ 2 ,..., φ n )
called mode shape. As for harmonic of a linear structure
spring mass damper, the governing equation can be written in
the equation (1). Assume F and u are harmonic with
frequency Ω . It can be written in the form

(

(− Ω M + iΩC + K )(u

(9)

K c u c = Fc

(11)

The parameters are of interest to study following:
Baseplate were Tip height and Tip twist; Spring Variation
was Pregram bend asymmetry; and Loadbeam were
Loadbeam twist, Loadbeam rail angle, Delta RG, and welds
diameter. All parameters degrade the suspension that is
caused by machining and assembly process. In the study, the
model is biased due to the statics analysis and then the model
was imported continually to study in in terms of dynamics
analysis and harmonic analysis.

(5)

3. Results

(6)

The results from the finite element analysis are shown in
Figure 5 to Figure 11. Figure 5 shows bode plot from bias tip
height 1.0 mil both side lead to an increase in the grain of the
bending mode. Figure 6 shows bode plot from bias tip twist
left side down 1.0 mil right side up 1.0 mil leads to increase
the gain of the first torsion and second torsion mode.

Take two time derivatives

u = (u1 + iu 2 )e iΩt

(7)

uɺ = iΩ(u1 + iu 2 )e iΩt

(8)

Figure 5. Frequency response function for Tip height.
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Figure 6. Frequency response function for Tip twist.

Figure 7 shows the bode plot of delta RG (Radius
Geometry) program which found a high variation in all mode
shapes. Figure 8 shows the bode plot of bias asymmetry
program leads to increase in the gain of torsion mode shape.

Figure 9 show the result of Loadbeam twist left side up 1.0
mil right side down 1.0 mil found that there was a high
variation in all mode shapes with frequency shift and
equivalent to bias delta RG.

Figure 7. Frequency response function for Delta RG.
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Figure 8. Frequency response function for program asymmetry.

Figure 9. Frequency response function for Loadbeam twist.

Figure 10 shows the bode plot of laser weld diameter leading to an increase in torsion mode and frequency shift. Figure 11
shows the bode plot of bias of the rail of the Loadbeam in that there are not any impacts on gain and frequency.
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Figure 10. Frequency response function for weld diameter.

Figure 11. Frequency response function for rail angle.
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4. Conclusion and Discussion
The suspension was optimized with statics analysis prior to
dynamic analysis and then the characteristics and
performance of the suspension were studied by creating a 3D
model and bias of the 3D finite element model using finite
element method. The new design of the suspension still uses
a basic suspension and the same simulation techniques.
Therefore, the data from this study are able to be applied with
the new design. The only value of mean and sigma which
may be different depending on the weight of the component
of the slider, such as laser on slider or microwave on slider,
and increasing the size of the Loadbeam in this case may be
required. Figures 7, 9 and 10 illustrate the bode plots of low
performance. From the analysis of the results, it is found that
the suspension production process needs to control Delta RG,
and Welding diameter by controlling the power of laser
welding. The Loadbeam should be perfect in terms of
flatness without twist and this may possibly lead to media
damage due to increasing the grain of the bending mode and
torsion mode. However, the diameter of welding leads to the
frequency shifting, although this may not cause severe
damage. Figure 6 shows the grain of the bending mode that
has been increased slightly due to the tip of the suspension
being imperfect; this is possibly caused by using the tweezer
on the suspension of the operator and this might have
occurred after swaging process. Figure 8 illustrates the bode
plot a low quality by torsion mode of the suspension due to
program asymmetry; this issue might need to undergo
maintenance with the forming tool as it needs to lay down the
suspension in the correct position. Nevertheless, following
the swaging process, this might be a key performance of the
head stack assembly (HSA); although that is not a concern in
this study, it is recommended to control the suspension tip
twist and tip height after swaging process. Figure 11 shows
that an increase in the rail angle or a decrease in the rail angle
does not have an impact on the performance of the
suspension so that new magnetic recording, like HAMR or
MAMR that need to modify the Loadbeam, do not have an
impact on the resonance performance. In future work, there
needs to be a definition of the mean and control of the sigma
via transfer function of the process used to make the
suspension by Monte Carlo simulation.
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